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About This Game

Reload for more shooting action with GundeadliGne, the 2nd title in the Gundemonium Collection - this anime-style side-
scroller brings the intensity of the 'bullet hell' shooter genre to Steam. Take your place as a mercenary and assist in the effort to

prevent the annihilation of mankind by the demons of the underworld. Grab a friend, lock and load your guns - play online
together in co-op mode! Choose from two player characters, and fight to unlock the third! Four levels of difficulty will make
your experience an intense battle. As an added bonus, choose from 6 Matrix Masters with different abilities to help you along

your way.

Key features:

5 levels of bullet hell craziness

Sweet old-school retro anime-style art

Two playable characters and an unlockable third

6 Matrix Masters to choose from

2 unlockable mission modes

11 Steam achievements
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Local two-player multiplayer mode

Steamworks two-player online multiplayer mode

Full online leaderboards

New arranged soundtrack by DM Ashura
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Title: GundeadliGne
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Platine Dispositif
Publisher:
Rockin' Android
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2011

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German
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Big shoutout to Richard for this sequel, highly recommend this game, and screw those who were babbling about how sexist this
game is (Guardian I am looking at you).
I am so glad to see SS3 is coming next year. Really fun and enjoyable, and sort of educational if you happen to be looking for
that aspect.

P.S. Great Chinese localization, pretty subtle overall.. This is a really fun game for just 5$. it seems like a mix between
wolfenstein3D and an arcade game. its already really cool but itd be really nice to see where it goes.

After playing the game further, i am now able to get to stage 59 quite easilly but that takes several hours to do and it would be
nice to be able to fight the big demon skull as the final boss. for the last hour of my session i was kinda just running around
bored. it'd be really cool if at level 40 a super weapon appeared that let you hit the demon skull things. I think this game is very
promissing and could expand well.

oh or maybe after a certain level, a portal opens up that leads to somewhere that a plot could be told.

i'll try to update this review as the game updates.. I wanna start this review off by mentioning I've never played a WarioWare
game. My editor recommended this one to me because I really like challenging games and for the unbeatable price of 2$ I
couldn't resist.

The gameplay mainly consists of 5 second very basic mini games. You don't really have to think hard on how to solve them, but
you do need to react very quickly or you lose a life. The fun really comes from when you get surprised by a mini game you
haven't seen before and suddenly have to react. All of the mini games are reasonably fun.

After giving the game a try I really gotta mention how fun the game was in the short while I played it. The replayability is really
where the game will likely shine. I could easily see the game being passed around at a party to see how far your friends can get.
For the price I highly recommend it.

This is my first impressions: https://youtu.be/SgeEBTpkbcQ. It is fun so far. I mean, It's kind of cute. Sure.
Girls like robots
Nerds like robots
Robots like girls but not too many girls
Nobody likes nerds

It gets old pretty fast. Not really worth it.. A much better game than the first one, swimming and hitting the ceiling are both
much more forgiving and the lack of lives makes it far less annoying. My only complaint is the shrink ray reverts swimming
back to it's original gravity which just feels annoying considering the spike hitboxes. also you can't exit levels from the pause
screen from my knowledge. all in all the game itself is fun. 1.4 hours played and just about to enter the mines. I would like to
say I am a metal fan but i haven't gotten a single reference nor heard an abundance of metal, but think not it is a sign of
weakness OH NO! This game is wonderfully nostalgic of my childhood game Zelda Link's Awakening.

I am enjoying the story, the witty lines and characters are charming. Before I thought it was going to be very nonsensical
character banter, cheesy metal puns, and really be without any immersion at all, but I am really digging into the story as just a
normal fantasy RPG. Non-metalheads will love this game just like Worshipers of Satin!

Suggestions, at the beginning I thought the controls could have been communicated alot faster, like an image of a keyboard with
the letters and what they do, then an image of a controller and the same.
Part of me wants the exploration experience notifications to go away as it is just one more button to press before I can move on,
but I like that I get rewarded. Possibly put the reward into the description like (+6 Exploration XP!) instead of a whole nother
window.

Also realize you probably don't give a♥♥♥♥♥♥cause the game is complete, so ♥♥♥♥! Probably going to keep playing
tomorrow and then possibly the other games. Even if I don't play them, they will get installed and opened so I can review them.
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Cause CrankageGames is a good hooman and deserves it.. Firstly, this game isn't fun to play for hours on end, but it's great to
put on a second display when you have company over and let them play around with it. You're likely going to have music on low
volume anyway, so spend the extra minute to put this on.

Also, I bought this game because I know the science behind watching a fish swim. It relaxes the mind, and allows us to think
clearly. This game will do that for you, depending on what music you choose.
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This is great. Psychodelic Sheep Time.
Not had such a blast since Metagalactic Llamas Battle at the Edge of Time! on my C64.
Bravo Jeff!. This game is pretty weak - a few appalling design choices (Why can I not pause the game?) with a lackluster feature
set (So... We train, we play the match, we party? There's nothing else?) makes for a great starting point. I'll probably pick up the
series when they invariably make a few iterations and improve on this basic game.. Again I liked the game. The puzzles were
dope.. just bad..... Park Bound gameplay is as simple as movement and jumping, but custom levels means you get a lot of
content packed into this tiny platforming game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SqXbwBOTd4. The game reminded me resident evil, code veronica. It looks like a
classical horror survival game. I will take my time to beat it and i will keep you informed. As for now, it seems like an oldschool
horror survival game, including puzzles and gameplay. I will be back with my news, cheers to the devs for staying around and
giving big time to fix it.. quot;Drunk or dead" is a very funny wave-shooter! If you like the following things, this game might be
your idea of fun:
1) drinking and shooting
2) zombies
3) women

This game is basically a wave-shooter with a lot of cool ideas and funny twists. I won't spoil them for you, but you are going to
play this in VR and you can do whatever you want to do (and I mean: whatever!)! Just have fun and enjoy the game!
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